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Secretary’s Letter
Dear Friends,
Well, what an interesting month if has been.
It goes without saying none of us have ever experienced
anything like this before. So many people shut up in their homes
and unable to go out apart from brief exercise and to do
essential shopping. I hope you have all coped and stayed fit
and healthy.
It has been lovely to see so many of our church family on line
each week. Also those who aren’t able to connect by
computer but connect just by phone. I think there were over 80
there last week.
We are blessed that so far we haven’t had any of our
immediate fellowship badly effected by Covid19 however it
has been a tragedy that we sadly lost Geoff Cornell on the
23rd April. He passed away in hospital after being admitted for
emergency Bowel surgery on the 13th April. Although initially
the operation was reported as a complete success he was
unable to be taken off oxygen and leave ICU.
We all have our own memories of Geoff and I know many of us
will miss him.
There are plenty of good news stories around as well. The way
people are reaching out to help each other. The emotional
“Clapping for the NHS , carers and Key workers” on a Thursday
night. I have seen and waved at many neighbours I haven’t
seen for years I am sure many of you are finding the same.
I have heard many stories of how you are all keeping in touch
and supporting each other, doing shopping and helping where
you can. I really feel that there is a strong spirit of God working
with us and through us in all we do.
I told you in last month’s letter that we have had to postpone
the Preaching with a View and Church Meeting to Vote on a
new minister. The URC Ministries committee and our Moderator,
Rev. Clare Downing have been working on finding a way
around this impasse.
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One has been suggested. You will all be contacted this
weekend either by Email or post with the full details of how this
will work by our Interim Moderator Rev. David Downing.
We will all be meeting the Ministerial Candidate when he will
be leading the Service via Zoom next Sunday 10th May and
after the Service at “Coffee” for a more relaxed opportunity.
I am really excited about this new process and may see an
earlier answer to our situation. I hope as many as possible we
be at the service next Sunday.
God bless you all.
Roger.
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Church Family News
We send our love and congratulations to Dave Jones, who
celebrated a significant birthday on Wednesday April 15th,
and ask for God’s blessing on Dave and his family.
We thank God that Zie and Enala’s son, Michael’s girlfriend, is
recovering well from Covid-19 during the week. We remember
the whole family, but especially Lorraine and Charlie whose
wedding would have been on Saturday April 18th, and we
continue to remember all the family at this time of
disappointment.
We pray at this time for everyone who is affected in any way
by the coronavirus outbreak, remembering particularly those in
our own congregation who are elderly, vulnerable, lonely or
anxious.
We pray for those of our members and friends who work in the
NHS or are still having to work in schools or in other essential
services; and for families who may be worried about loved
ones. For any who may be grieving we ask particularly for
God’s blessing and peace, and for those faced daily with
difficult decisions we ask for God’s guiding hand.
We pray for those who mourn,
remembering particularly the family
and friends of Geoff Cornell, a
faithful member of this church for
many years, who died in the
intensive care unit of RBH on
Thursday April 23rd.
We give thanks for Geoff’s service as
a member of F&GP and as one of
our newest Elders. He will be sadly
missed by us all and we ask for God’s
blessing on his daughters Myra and
Heather and their families. Geoff’s
funeral service will be on the 13th
May at 12:15. The family have organised that the service will be
live streamed from the Crematorium. Details of how you can
watch the service can be obtained from Roger Clark.
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We also pray for the families of two former church members.
Vicky Cornwell died in hospital in Coventry just over a week
ago. Vicky and her husband Alan were actively involved at
Park until they moved away some years ago. We ask for God’s
blessing on Vicky’s daughters Cate and Erica and their families.
We were also sorry to hear of the death of Geoff Crouch, who
died peacefully during the week in a care home in Reading at
the age of 96. Geoff had moved there recently to be nearer to
his family, and we pray particularly for his children Marion, Alan,
and David at this time.
We pray for Bev Warden’s mother who was taken to hospital
with a broken ankle. She has been transferred to a
rehabilitation hospital and is making some slow progress. We
think of Bev’s family finding it hard as they cannot visit her, or
Bev’s father.
We pray for Chris and Yvette’s daughter, Claire, who is an A&E
nurse and who has contracted coronavirus. She is far from well
and we hold her and all the family in our thoughts and prayers.
We remember Jane and Mark Bennett and were sorry to hear
that Mark is facing another setback.
We also pray for Sylvia Wise, Andrea Dewing, Dave and Jenny
Jones, Hilary Campbell, and Thelma Butler.
We pray for all who are affected by ill-health, recovering from,
or receiving treatment.
Carrie
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Letters
I’d like to say thank you for all the cards, messages and prayers
for Pat while she was ill, and for me and our families after she
died.
My thanks also to everyone who
helped with the thanksgiving service
for Pat’s life held here at Park on
10th March.
We were so fortunate to have been
able to hold the services, even if we
had to decline any hugs and
handshakes, which was a minor loss
compared with what people are
having to endure now.
I was really comforted to have the
support of you all, and to know that
Pat was surrounded by so much
love. Thank you.
Graham Fuller
Hi All,
I thought I would share the
latest picture of Lillian since
we’ve not been zooming
and I don’t tend to put
pictures on social media.
We have had fun and
games with night sleeps
and me returning to work
but hopefully will zoom
soon!
Charlotte
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Letters
Geoff Cornell – we will miss you enormously!
Geoff joined Park 60+ Exercise about 3 years ago and loved it
from the start, always so keen to get the exercises and routines
right.
He was without doubt one of the loveliest people I’ve had the
privilege to meet, so full of life and the joy of living! It’s
incredibly sad this has been taken away! These are comments
passed onto me from other members of Park 60s+ Exercise on
hearing the sad news of Geoff’s passing:
“It’s such a shock to hear of his passing, he was so full of life at
our last class. We will all miss him very much as he added some
sparkle every week with his dry humour and was always the
perfect gentleman”;
”Geoff was so kind; thoughtful; helpful; positive and friendly;
always ready with a smile; outgoing; he will indeed be missed
but we will always have happy memories.”
Rest in peace my dear friend!
Gail Borrows, Leader – Park 60+ Exercise

We shared a
love of life, a
love of beer, a
love of Park
and a love of
God.
I'm raising a
glass to you
right now,
Geoff my
friend.
Rod
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‘We are here for You’ – The Park Assistance Fund
Assistance Loan Fund in response to the Coronavirus Outbreak
I am very pleased to let you know that we have had a good
response to the setting up of The Park Assistance Fund. I am
now in a position to open the fund for loans to those who may
need it, albeit within the scope of the funds available.
We have all been struggling with our own difficulties which vary
from one household to another. For some of us it is loneliness,
others fear of the illness and for others the financial impact on
our monthly income.
As a church community we are trying to think of ways to
support all these various needs – hence the Loan Fund.
We really hope we can support anyone among our
Membership or Adherents who are facing an immediate
financial crisis.
The fund is aimed to provide temporary support whilst people
sort out longer term assistance with the various schemes
offered by the Government, Building Societies and Banks. Also,
there may be a one-off unexpected bill that will tip the scales
from just about managing to disaster; please remember you
are not alone.
As previously mentioned, the Fund would be administered by
the Treasury team (myself and Rod King). Donors and recipients
will only be known to ourselves and not to each other.
The loan is interest free. I realise that we all find it difficult to talk
about money, and I urge anyone struggling with these
concerns to take advantage of the Fund we are offering.
I am also very happy to talk in confidence with anyone who
would like to discuss this further. It will be our privilege to serve
you as so many of you have served us in the past.
If you think you can benefit from a loan from the fund, please
contact me by emailing Treasurer@ParkURC.org.
Yvette Gayford Treasurer
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Christian Aid Week 2020 - 10th to 16th May
As this virus spreads across the world, love rises up in response.
People have already shown incredible kindness to their
neighbours. Now is the time to reach out to our neighbours
both near and far. Your love protects from storms, from
drought, and now from coronavirus. Your love protects our
global neighbours battling the spread of this illness. Your love
protects with soap, clean water and medical supplies. By
supporting Christian Aid this Week, you can reach out and
protect more of your neighbours today.
Christian Aid and their partners already have experience of
limiting the spread of infection during the Ebola crisis, and they
will build on this experience to continue to stand together with
communities living in poverty during this period. If infection
rates start to develop as they are in Europe, then people in
poorer countries will be hit even harder. Many are already
living with reduced health resilience because of extreme
poverty, or in overcrowded humanitarian camps and in
countries which do not have the healthcare infrastructures
needed to combat widespread disease. Christian Aid will be
working on the ground to help prepare communities to limit the
impact of Covid-19. Please pray for them in this vital work, and
support them where you can.
We are praying for all those affected by this new virus, both in
Britain and overseas, for all those working on the frontline and
for wisdom for our leaders. Christian Aid will continue to monitor
the situation as it evolves. During this challenging time,
everyone will need to take seriously the science and advice
being offered, remaining calm but vigilant. If you have any
specific concerns or questions please email Christian Aid at
info@christian-aid.org or call our helpline on 020 7620 4444.
Please donate to Christian Aid Week either through their
website www.christianaid.org.uk/ChristianAid/Week or, if you
do not have access to a computer send a cheque directly to
Christian Aid, 35-41 Lower Marsh, London, SE1 7RL.
God bless you all,
Chris
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The Rainbows in Lockdown
We thought you might like some pictures of activities that the
Rainbows have been getting up to…

One Rainbow decided
because she couldn't come to
our meeting she would hold her
own Rainbow meeting with her
teddies and a chocolate
teapot!

Issy was designing
different outfits and this
was one of them
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Several of the Rainbows
have been working on
their Construction
badge and this is
bridge built by one of
them

This Rainbow was also
doing her Construction
badge and looked
round to find difficult
types of materials used
in building and learnt
about how they are
used

The activity was to
make a Mascot, which
this Rainbow did using
an old sock
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God’s Creation – Trees in Spring

from Julia

from Julia
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from

Frances

from

Abby J
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from

Anya

from

Alastair
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Park’s Virtual Village Show - Flowers

from

Bob

from

Sally
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from

Rod

from

Bob
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from

Rod

from

Bev
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from Bev
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from Karen

– an
abstract flower we did pictures
in nature at
school this week
so I did a flower
made of flowers

from Alan

– a Red
Mason Bee at a
borage flower
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Park’s Virtual Village Show - Baking

from

Frances –
a crusty
loaf

from Carrie

- Ginger
oat crunch cookies
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from Abby

K - gooey
mini egg brownies

from Laura

–a
bundt cake
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from Isaac

–a
prawn frittata he
made for his
food tech
homework!

the Alderslades –
chocolate cookies
from
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from Joseph

jam tarts!

from Roger

–
my attempt
at banana
loaf.
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–

from Becky

& Issy –
yummy biscuits!
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from Karen

– a crusty
loaf

from Heather

– two plates of

brownies
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Park’s Virtual Village Show - Crafts

from Sally

– a thank you to the NHS
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from Karen

–a
crochet blanket
for the RBH

from

Laura

–

a lap
quilt
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from Rod

– a garden
storage shelf

from Sarah

hands
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– praying

from Tony

– the
workshop is
coming on!

from Carrie

–a
new apron
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Park’s Virtual Village Show – Children’s Crafts

from Isaac

&
Timothy – Easter
donkeys

from Connie

– making
greetings cards
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from Isaac

Timothy –
making
greetings
cards

from Rowan

– making

cookies
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&

from Rowan

– making
greetings cards

from Isaac

– machine
sewing for the first
time!
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from Joseph

a picture
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– making

from Cameron

–
making cookies

from Isaac

& timothy –
making Lego trees
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from Bethany

–
making cookies

from Issy

–the solar system (including dwarf planets!) for her Rainbows
badge work (She had to make a picture bigger than herself!)
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Achievements of the month!

from Frances

Joseph learning
to ride his bike
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from Isaac

– first time at the sewing machine!
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Alan’s ‘Thoughts for the Day’
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the Elder’s Blessing

Lord,
Our shops may be empty,
but our hearts are full.
Our conversations may be socially distanced,
but our fellowship is close.
Our lives may be changed,
but our love is unchanging.
Our church may be virtual,
but our faith is real
Our exit strategy may be unknown,
but our future in You is certain.

Amen
Rod
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